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Monticello, Minnesota
The municipal broadband network in Monticello,
Minnesota, provides a case study illustrating the
volatile reality of many GONs.

Background
Monticello began investigating the feasibility of
building a city-owned fiber-optic broadband network in 2005.1 A task force was established and
explored how the city might pay for the network
without having to implement a tax levy.2 The study
concluded such a network was feasible, and the
Monticello City Council approved a plan to deploy
the GON in September 2006.3 In 2007, the town
held a legally mandated referendum to approve the
sale of bonds that would be used to fund network
deployment; the item passed by a margin of nearly
three to one.4

Monticello, Minnesota
At-A-Glance

Monticello

City Population: 12,964 (2012)
Year of Network Launch: 2010
Current Status: Built
Number of subscribers: 1,270
Revenues: $1.756 Million
Operating Expenses: $2.292 Million

Shortly thereafter, the local incumbent ISP, TDS
Note: Additional information on the Monticello network
Telecom, sued to enjoin the city from using a bond
is contained in Table 1 and in Appendix I.
issuance to fund the GON. The case delayed construction, but was decided in favor of Monticello.5
When the case was still before the court, the city
reached out to TDS and raised the idea of collaborating in the construction of a citywide fiber-optic
network.6 City officials reasoned that such a partnership would help to reduce costs and assure more efficient deployment.7 TDS ultimately declined, reasoning that the proposed approach would be “anti-competitive” and might raise antitrust concerns.8
Construction of the GON began in earnest in 2009 after the case was decided in the city’s favor, and
FiberNet, the official name of the GON, began offering broadband service to customers in the spring of
2010.9

Cost and Financing
In 2008, Monticello issued two series of bonds totaling $26,445,000.10 The bonds have interest rates of 6.5
and 6.7 percent11 and reach full maturity in 2031.12 These funds were secured solely by the net revenues
of Monticello FiberNet.13 In terms of allocating the funds, the city estimated that actual construction
of the GON would cost $16,762,765 and take 30 months to complete.14 Ongoing operational costs and
unanticipated expenses have proven to be substantial and in excess of initial estimates.15 Combined with
tepid demand for its services, the GON encountered significant financial difficulties.

The Network
Monticello FiberNet is a city-owned 151-mile FTTH network that offers broadband, telephone, and
television services to municipal buildings, schools, homes, and businesses.16 Major business decisions are
made by Monticello’s advisory board and general manager.17 The advisory board consists of five voting
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members: the mayor, a council member, and three community members; the city administrator and the
general manager of FiberNet are non-voting members.18 The general manager oversees employees, creates annual budgets, and is responsible for managing day-to-day activities.19
The network is fully operational. Residents can choose from an array of stand-alone and bundled offerings. Examples include a symmetrical 10 Mbps broadband connection for $29.95 per month, a symmetrical 30 Mbps connection for $52.95 per month, and a symmetrical 50 Mbps connection for $95.35.20
These prices decrease with the addition of other services. For example, the monthly price of the 10 Mbps
connection decreases to $24.95 with the addition of voice and television services.21
FiberNet has worked hard to grow its customer base since the service went live in 2010. As of March
2013, the network had 1,010 voice service customers, 1,270 Internet customers, and 970 TV customers.22
One hundred and thirty of FiberNet’s customers are businesses.23 As a result of the lack of a strong customer base, the system appears not to be viable. In July 2012, FiberNet defaulted on its bond repayment
because the city was unable to make “a monthly deposit into a debt service account as required by bond
indenture.”24 The network continued to be in default and failed to make another scheduled payment in
December 2012.25 As of March 2013, total quarterly revenues were down to $439,141, which totals $1.75
million on an annualized basis.26
The Monticello GON was initially funded by revenue bonds that explicitly limited the city’s liability,
but ongoing financial difficulties have forced the city to intervene on several occasions.27 For example, a
recent audit of city financials (for fiscal year 2011) revealed several outstanding inter-fund loans to FiberNet, including a $3.1 million loan from the city’s Liquor Fund and $323,000 from the General Fund.28
In addition, “management report[ed] that inter-fund loans [grew] to $4.1 million [by September 2012],
and expect[ed] additional monthly support of up to $60,000 through the end of fiscal 2012.”29 Even with
city-sponsored cross-subsidization, the network continues to struggle financially. In the first quarter of
2013, FiberNet reported an operating loss of $134,278.44 and a negative cash flow of $159,644.49.30 As a
result, the city’s credit rating was downgraded in September 2012.31
These losses and default on bond repayment obligations resulted in bondholders suing the city in late
2012.32 In response, the city proposed a settlement that would repay bondholders 22 cents on the dollar,
or $5.75 million of the over $26 million that was raised during the initial bond sales.33 If accepted by
bondholders, most of the $5.75 million would “become a general city obligation, payable from existing
funds or funds generated by issuing a new bond.”34

Community Impact
Evidence of FiberNet’s positive impacts is limited as the city continues to address the significant financial
shortcomings discussed above. GONs advocates have not attempted to frame the Monticello network as
a driver of local economic development.
Proponents of the GON have argued that it has sparked renewed competition among ISPs in the city.35
One group estimated FiberNet saves Monticello $240,000 a year, and arrived at this figure by making a
number of assumptions about hypothetical savings of individual households that have benefited from
competing ISPs’ lower prices.36 While these service providers have adjusted their offerings in recent years,
it can be argued that any perceived “savings” are outweighed by the substantial cost the city incurred for
having to financially support the GON. Despite growing acceptance that FiberNet is negatively impacting
city finances, some GONs advocates argue strongly that the municipal network is worthwhile because of
its impacts on local competition.37
Proponents of this view tend to overlook the trends in broadband innovation over the last decade.
Connection speeds across the country have consistently increased while prices have decreased and the
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diversity of offerings has multiplied.38 Wireless broadband has further bolstered intermodal competition
and provides Monticello residents with multiple options for getting online.39 While some credit the Monticello GON with causing service improvements by local incumbents, the city could have saved millions
of dollars and avoided such enormous risk by appreciating that organic forces were shaping the market as
a function of the demands and actual usage patterns of residents.40 Indeed, many citizens have expressed
resentment toward the city government for getting into the business of broadband and failing.41

Assessment
The financial struggles of the GON in Monticello highlight a more general concern about the capability
of municipal governments to successfully operate a GON. GON proponents argue that local government
can be as nimble as the private sector when it comes to funding a new network and adjusting to competitive pressures. In light of the preceding analysis, Monticello appears to have been ill prepared to deal
with market pressures and suffered as a result. The city’s initial plan for the GON assumed that market
conditions would not change once it entered the market.42 When its competitors reduced prices, Monticello did not alter its plan and chose instead to adhere to the road map that had already passed muster
with city officials. The result has been financial distress and support of the argument that municipalities
are often ill equipped to compete in well-functioning dynamic markets.

Infrastructure Needs in Minnesota
The financial difficulties facing the city and FiberNet raise the possibility that the GON will require general
revenue expenditure that could be put to better and more productive uses. Infrastructure throughout the state,
for example, is poorly rated and in desperate need of investment by state and local government. More than half
the roads in the state are of poor or mediocre quality, while its schools have nearly $4 billion in infrastructure
funding needs.43 Billions of dollars in additional funding are needed to shore up other critical infrastructure, like
the state’s drinking and wastewater systems.44
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